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Why Design Thinking?
To navigate the complexities of advancing technology and increased
competition, we need to become more agile and adopt an innovation
culture. Design Thinking drives us to look through the eyes of
our customers.
It provides the connection between creativity and innovation. It gives
us a solution-based approach to solving problems. Increasingly being
adopted by some of the most successful businesses in the world,
Design Thinking opens up new ways of approaching complex problems,
enabling companies to serve the needs of users today and in the future.
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Discover the program
From the outset, you’ll learn how to be a Design Thinker, working on a unique, social challenge.
By the end of the course, you’ll have the skills, tools and confidence you need to drive change
across your business. The course takes place over 5 fast-paced days:
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Find

Frame

Make

Narrate

Apply

You’ll learn how to
look through your
customers’ eyes,
understand their
behaviours and needs, and
create actionable insights.

Reframe the challenge
and then be introduced
to Design Thinking
methodologies to create
a starting point for
innovation.

Prototype and test
your ideas with end
users so that you can
learn together from
mistakes and move on
to better iterations.

Prepare and present
your final propositions
to experts, industry
leaders and the
sponsor client.

Reflect and assess
on what you’ve learnt
and how to apply it to
your own professional
challenges.
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Double Diamond
We teach a four-stage design process called the Double Diamond:
Discovery

Immersing participants in
the subject matter, the new
research and providing
the opportunity to engage
directly with end-users.

DISCOVER

Essentials of Design Thinking
Introduction to
qualitative methods
Challenge setting
Key stakeholder mapping
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Definition

Using customer journey
mapping to identify “pain
points” and frame new
project briefs.

DEFINE

Go out and do your own
end-user research
Build your persona
Customer Journey Mapping
Share insights, create a
research wall
Reflection and next day
preparation

Development

Ideating, prototyping,
testing and developing
solutions with end- users.

DEVELOP

Create a portfolio of concepts
and ideas, Ideation methods,
Idea Prioritisation, Concept
Proposition
Build your ideas
Idea prioritisation methods
Map the value exchange
to stakeholders

Delivery

Working up prototypes
into mini-business
case presentations for
evaluation by a jury.

DELIVER

Test ideas with end-users,
iterate prototypes and
prepare your pitch
Present your ideas to
the ‘Dragon’s Den’
Reflection
Certificate presentation

Who is it for?
Bootcamp attracts a global
mix of leaders and managers
from corporates, start-ups,
government and the third
sector. It has provided the
platform for innovation in
companies across the world
and we have often gone on
to work with delegates on
their own company projects.

“Holistically the best, most
immersive training course I’ve
attended. High calibre facilitators
and speakers, a great practical
toolkit and a case study to apply
them to, meant that everyone
went away from the course
energised and overflowing with
ideas to practically implement the
Design Thinking principles.
I can’t recommend enough!”
	Warren, Director of Business
Solutions, BT

“Absolutely the best course
I’ve ever been on- everything
was superbly organised and
made for a perfect learning
environment.”
	John, Associate Director,
Trades Union Congress

deal in ideas
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“I can certainly say the design
journey we went on was
insightful, fully immersive,
highly educational, challenging
and a brilliant, useful, practical
experience. If you are worrying
if it’s worth it – DON’T – it truly
is. Go for it, you won’t regret it.”
	Kate, Design Director, HS2

Meet the team
Across our courses we work with some of the most
renowned coaches in the industry, to help bring their
Design Thinking expertise directly to you.
David Kester

Joe Ferry

Arnoud Koning

David Kester leads and advises on
complex innovation projects for
government and industry, pioneering
new ways to turn social and business
challenges into innovation and
enterprise. Formerly chief executive of
both the Design Council and D&AD,
David is also an honorary professor at
Warwick Business School.

Joe is an award-winning creative
leader who challenges industry
conventions to make a difference.
During his 15 years at Virgin Atlantic,
he redefined the brand to focus on
customer experience. Joe is a great
advocate of design and has held
positions on the UK’s Design Council
and Executive Board of D&AD.

Arnoud has been an active
proponent of Design Thinking at
Procter & Gamble since 2008. He
has introduced user-centricity and
innovation principles across a range
of consumer goods categories. Now,
as Global Business Services Manager.
Arnoud brings Design Thinking to the
heart of the company.

Becky Rowe

Clive Grinyer

Holly May Mahoney

Becky is the Managing Director of
award-winning strategic research agency
Revealing Reality. Her specialisms lie in
behavioural insight and observational
research. Over the course of her career,
Becky has worked for a wide range
of big brands, marketing agencies,
government and charities.

Clive leads the design of digital
customer experiences at Barclays,
devising innovative ways for
customers to access banking.
He was head of design for Samsung
and Cisco and is a visiting
professor at Glasgow School of Art.
He currently leads the RCA’s Service
Design course.

Holly is a Design Facilitator and
coach. Her previous roles include
Design Lead at DK&A and Design
Thinkers Academy London, Teaching
Fellow at Stanford’s d.school, Research
Associate at The Helen Hamlyn Centre
for Design and Service Designer
at Livework. Holly holds an MA in
Service Design from the RCA.

Goldie Chaudhuri

Rachel Smith

Goldie is the Learning Designer at
Design Thinkers Academy London.
Her experiences include working with
Microsoft innovation labs, sustainable
design research, and product design
for digital and educational start-ups.
She has also been a visiting tutor at the
RCA and Imperial College.

Rachel is a designer, facilitator and
illustrator for innovation. She has
particular expertise in helping others
to draw on their visual and spatial
capacities and has brought Visual
Thinking to startups, innovation
agencies and large organisations.
She trained as an architect at the RCA.

CO-FOUNDER, DESIGN
THINKERS ACADEMY LONDON

ETHNOGRAPHY AND
RESEARCH GURU

BRAND AND EXPERIENCE
ARCHITECT

FINTECH INNOVATOR

LEARNING DESIGNER
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DESIGN THINKING
FACILITATOR

LEARNING DESIGNER

VISUAL THINKER

The details
About the Design
Thinkers Academy

More about
Design Thinking

We are the Design Thinkers
Academy, a training
organisation for business.
We are an education division
specialising in collaborative
innovation. Founded in
Amsterdam, we are a global
network of 18 companies.

The impact of design is
becoming more and more
recognised, with recent studies
showing that companies that
are most skilled in executing
design principles achieved 32%
more revenue and 52% more
total returns to shareholders,
whilst design-led companies
outperformed the S&P index by
219% over 10 years.

We bring with us the systematic
methodology of Design
Thinking, a structured and
evidenced approach to learning,
providing time and space for
teams and individuals to be
inspired and challenged,
to learn by doing and finally,
to strengthen their ability for
creative problem solving.
We organise live courses, online
courses, events, lectures and
personal coaching programs to
reach those goals.
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Have a look at these to find out
more about Design Thinking:
Harvard Business Review article
Harvard Business Review video
A 15 minutes TEDX talk by
Catherine Courage on igniting
creativity
The Power of Design Thinking
with McKinsey

Alumni group
As part of going on a course you
will also have the opportunity
to join our DTA Alumni Group.
Here we share exclusive offers
and content for you to engage in
after the course has finished.

Price
Early Bird Discount — The
booking window for the course
opens a few months before it is
set to begin. If you book early,
you can secure the early bird
rate of £2,450 + VAT.

Some of the companies
who have attended our
courses

Learning journey
Not sure which course is right for you? Have a look at the graphic below to understand in
more detail which Design Thinking course to participate in. If you’re still unsure, please
get in touch and we can talk you through the courses in detail.
BEGINNER Levels 1–4

INTERMEDIATE Levels 5–8

Putting new concepts in to practice
with real-world scenarios in a safe
classroom setting.
ESSENTIAL ONLINE MEETINGS

Taking charge of the tools and situations.
Real-world scenarios in a supportive live
coached setting.
L1

Entry level course to give you core facilitation skills
tailored for the online world. Focus on Agile and Design
Thinking techniques to give you expertise in the key online
platforms of Zoom and Mural.

FASTTRACK ONLINE DESIGN THINKING

ADVANCED Levels 7–10

L2

DESIGN THINKERS BOOTCAMP

Incorporating your new methodology
into your professional practice.

L5

Our flagship course spread over 5 days working
on an important social challenge. Go through the entire
Double Diamond process, with five masterclasses from
some of the most renowned names in the industry.

DESIGN THINKING FACILITATION

FACILITATION MASTERY

L7

This elite course builds on participants strengths
and helps them master their facilitation style.
With video recording, they will learn directly about their
facilitation skills in relation to their own personal project.

L6

ONLINE FACILITATION MASTERY

L7

The quickest way to learn the core skills of Design
Thinking, all from an online environment. Learn tools
including Personas, Customer Journey Mapping and more,
guided online by coaches.

This course enables participants to become Design
Thinking facilitators, teaching them how to lead others in
Design Thinking, able to deal with a variety of challenging
scenarios.

This course is for experienced facilitators, offering the
perfect opportunity to upskill and become an advanced
facilitator online. This is for experienced facilitators who
want to receive guidance on their own personal project.

DESIGN THINKING FUNDAMENTALS

ONLINE DESIGN THINKING FACILITATION

INNOVATION LEADERSHIP & COACHING

L3

The perfect introduction to the Design Thinking essentials.
Two-day course equipping participants with all the
foundational knowledge and tools they need to kick-start
their own Design Thinking journey.
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L6

This online course brings the core learnings of the
Facilitation course yet specialises it for the online
environment. Enables participants to understand how to
facilitate online and bring value to their entire team.

L7–10

This bespoke offering is for experienced practitioners
who want tailored teaching, using our D360 and
5-peak strength model, created by Design Thinkers and
business experts.

Want to know more?
Call our Customer Relationship
Coordinator, Shanna Bent, at:
+44 (0)7552 730 231 or email
info@designthinkersacademy.co.uk
Book directly online here.

